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Disclaimer

The contents are subject to change in accordance to local regulations and other factors
evolving over time. Pictologi may have to make changes to the business model or tokens for
any number of legitimate reasons.
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Pictologi
shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any
kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or
profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or
reliance on this white paper or any part thereof by you.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Platform
888bet is built on blockchain technology to provide decentralized network for transparency,
fairness and rewards to users. With extensive experience in online and mobile game
development and services, 888bet aims to provide unique games under Tron blockchain that
users can enjoy both betting and gaming experience.
Players now can enjoy exciting betting games without worry of operators’ manipulation and
refusal or hacking from external parties. 888bet is a global blockchain ecosystem that will
disrupt the betting industry with highest level of technology and player experience. There are
dozens of standardized betting platform in the market that provides similar user experience
all the time. 888bet will make changes in the market with ecosystem that provides highest
level of player satisfaction and reward system.

1.2 Vision
With the digitalization of currency, blockchain technology have penetrated deeply into
various industries. The market size is expected to grow from USD 1.2 billion in 2018 to USD
23.3 billion by 2023. The key factors driving the growth of the blockchain market includes the
government initiatives to promote blockchain, growing demand for distributed ledger
technology, increasing need for transparency and immutability and need for faster
transactions in real-time.
The vision for 888bet is to fully utilize the technology to disrupt the online casino market with
fairness, transparency and user experience.

1.2.1 The team
The ultimate goal of the team is to build a platform that concerns of fairness is a thing
of the past by using cutting-edge blockchain technology. Our primary focus is to fix
the problems of high service fees, slow deposit and withdrawal and possible
manipulation of the game play that traditional online casinos are facing. This will
result in providing highest level of service to users as well as fully decentralized
casino ecosystem.
888bet development and operation teams are composed of excellent professional
and experts in online and mobile game developing and services having more than 15
years of experiences.

1.2.2 The opportunity
As an average, more than 300 million people in the world are playing games in peak
time and it means 1 out of 20 people in the world are enjoying games everyday. Fast
developing country China, 1 out of 7 people are enjoying games every day. Online
and mobile games have penetrated deeply into human life and it will continue to be

part of life as the quality of life goes up. If we focus on betting games, as the
integration of Blockchain technology is expected to resolve concerns of possible
fraudulent activities, hackings and fair distribution of winnings, the technology will
boost trust among users and enable them to bet with confidence. Thanks to smart
contract the winning are automatically calculated and sent to winners.

1.3 Why TRON.network?
Blockchain game platform requires integration of innovative and commercial applications. In
the planning stage of the project, the team has narrowed down to 4 public blockchain
networks, Ethereum, EOS, Ripple and TRON. All these public chains satisfied basic
requirements for gambling platform including fairness, transparency and smart contract.
Even deeper evaluation was conducted and it was determined that TRON public chain is the
most optimal chain for bet888 in terms of associated transaction fee, usability and scalability.

-

Transaction fee – The cost of per transaction in TRON is 0.00001 TRX. It is
fractional amount of other public chains including Ethereum.

-

Usability – Tron placed itself in top 10 list of largest cryptocurrencies by market
capitalization. Comparing Tron with other blockchain such as Ethereum or
Bitcoin, Tron blockchain is extremely faster in processing transactions (average
2,000 TPS).

-

Scalability – Tron’s smart contract is highly effective by providing various ways
for the application deployment in Tron blockchain. Also good database system
and accounting system makes it convenient for the development of projects.

1.3.1 Proven index
After launch of MainNet, Tron has accomplished numbers of records within a few
months. More than 500,000 wallets are created daily, millions of transactions are
made and more than USD 60 million TRX tradings in 24 hours to become one of the
fastest growing blockchain network. This proven success of Tron will contribute in
securing active users and providing reliability of the blockchain in 888bet.

1.3.2 Performance of MainNet
Smart contracts and transactions in blockchain network must satisfy high transaction
speed and low failure rate. Tron MainNet enables easy access to platform with high
transaction speed and reliability. All the game transactions and winning distributions
are in real-time to provide highest level of user satisfaction in 888bet.

1.4 Ecosystem
Traditional online casino platforms have problems and limits to give full user satisfactions.
Both naturally and technically, centralized server environment is in a risk of various data
manipulations such as winning results, winning distribution or account balance record. In
other words, users are always exposed to fraudulent activities by site operators or 3rd party.

With decentralized ecosystem, 888bet platform resolves all the problems and limits to
provide secure and reliable environment.

1.4.1 Secure blockchain game platform
By using Tron smart contract, 888bet provides secure and reliable game play and
transactions. The biggest advantage of cryptocurrency betting is real-time

transactions within crypto wallets. There is no need of bank transfers or credit card
transactions that are time and service fee consuming. Also user funds are stored in
their individual wallets that eliminates possible fraudulent activities by operators or
3rd party hacking.

1.4.2 Verifiable transactions
888bet transactions are based on blockchain smart contract. Transparent and open
ledger transactions are core value of 888bet. it is very important to prove fairness in
game platform. All the users can verify transactions in blockchain and these
transaction data is permanently recorded in block that cannot be modified.
This ensures that all the betting results are fair and transparent in 888bet.

1.4.3 Crypto Wallet Log-In
We do not ask users to create account in the platform. Users can log-in and enjoy
playing games with their Crypto Wallet. Crypto Wallet technology enables to save all
the asset and private information in the browser and local device to prevent possible
hackings. Users can enjoy game play without submitting any personal information.

1.4.4 High quality and expandable Dapp game system
Users experience network delay in Ethereum blockchain due to limited transaction
speed. On the other hand, 888bet is on Tron blockchain to provide real time game

play as well as winning distribution. 888bet will offer various casino games under
fastest and most reliable blockchain.
• 3 Ball roulette
• Dice Bow
• Bicycle
• Ladder

As the casino game platform evolves, more variety of games will be added for more
excitement. Currently the cryptocurrency to be used to bet in the game in TRX and
additional types of cryptocurrency will be added in the future.

1.4.5 Profit sharing platform and token economy
888bet provides revolutionary profit sharing blockchain structure. The platform token
TAT has important role of dividend payout to redistribute the profits in the ecosystem.
100% of all tokens earned from games are redistributed to all TAT token holders
proportionately.

• Game play is mining
Users play game and mine TAT token. 888bet automatically distribute
TAT token to game players.

• Having TAT token is promise to dividend
If users freeze their TAT token, users are entitled to receive dividend.

1.5 888bet Business model
TAT tokens will be listed on TRX Market to be traded with TRX. TAT tokens will be used in
many services in the ecosystem of 888bet. Also we are planning to integrate TAT token to
other betting site that will be introducing in the future.

888bet will implement advertisement plan within the site. 100% of advertisement profits will
be redistributed to TAT holders.

II. 888bet platform token

2.1 TAT token
Players can mine TAT token by playing any games in 888bet.

• Mining
Users can mine TAT token proportionate to the amount of TRX betting.
Initial stage of mining will be 1 TAT token for every 1000 TRX betting.

• Mining stage
100,000,000 limited TAT token will be minted and will never be increased.
There will be 10 stages of mining and each stage will have 10 rounds accounting for
1,000,000 TAT tokens for each round.
ex) Stage 1 round 3 = Stage 1-3
Proceeding to next round, 20 TRX will be added to mine 1 TAT token.
ex) Stage 1-1 → 1000TRX = 1 TAT
Stage 1-2 → 1020TRX = 1 TAT

2.2 Advantage of TAT Token
888bet will distribute 100% of profit earned to TAT token holders as dividend.
Start playing in 888bet now to earn more TAT Token. More TAT token means more
dividend.

2.2.1 Playing is Mining
Game playing in 888bet equals to mining of TAT token and holding more TAT tokens
will provide higher dividend of platform profit.
Also TAT Token has tremendous potential value in the future that will be used to
exchange for other services and values in the ecosystem.

2.2.2 Holding is dividend
Amount of dividend is opened to all 888bet users in real-time. All the users can verify
their dividend in real-time in dividend monitoring system.

III. 888bet Games

3.1 Fairness of games
In order to maximize transparency and fairness, all the transactions are recorded to Tron
blockchain.
All the transactions can be verified at www.tronscan.org

3.2 Games rules
888bet provides unique and complete games based on fairness and transparency of
blockchain technology. Players can experience the most complete games in 888bet platform
with verifiable game results. Through highest level of graphics and technology, newest and
most secure games will be added to the platform.

3.2.1 3ball roulette
• Drop 3 balls into the box and bet on the landing location of the balls.
• Each ball will land on red, white or bonus column.
• Drop the balls into the box after betting is completed.
• Your winning will be paid automatically after all the balls are dropped.

3.2.2 Dice Bow
• Set the distance between the bow and target.
• When the number is above the pre-set distance, target lives. When the
number is below the pre-set distance, target dies.
• Bet on life of target before clicking on the shot button.
• Your winning will be paid automatically after the shot.

3.2.3 Bicycle
• Select first place of the race or first AND second place of the race for the
higher odds.
• New game starts every 20 seconds and you can place bet before new game
starts.
• The first bicycle to reach the end is first place and second bicycle to reach
the end is second place.

3.2.4 Ladder
• You can bet on the starting point of the ladder (left or right), number of the
ladders (3 or 4) or reaching point (red or blue).
• New game starts every 20 seconds and you can place bet before new game
starts.
• The starting point of the ladder is shown when the game starts and number
of the ladders will be shown after starting point is determined. Finally the
reaching point is determined after the number of ladders are determined.
• Your winning will be paid automatically after the reaching point.

3.3 Referral program
Users can make extra profits when referring 888bet site to others.
All the rewards are automatically distributed through smart contract. Use your referral link to
share with others.

3.3.1 Invite
Use invite link to invite friends to 888bet site. You can make profit with successful
invitation. You are entitled to 0.2% of total betting of your invitees in TRX.

3.3.2 Multi-stage
When players’ invitees invite other players, players’ reward gets bigger.
Players’ level is upgraded according to the amount of betting the invitees make. Not
only players’ invitee but invitee’s invitee will contribute in enriching players’ reward.
According to the players’ level, Platters are rewarded with dividend.

IIII. Conclusion

4.1 Conclusion
Thank you for reading 888bet whitepaper. We value your interest and time to read and
understand our attractive and productive project. 888bet will grow to the most successful
online casino platform based on blockchain technology. Also TAT token, as a utility token,
will be used in many ways within the ecosystem to add values.
Your participations and supports will be fundamental momentum to accomplish our goals
and make new goals.
We all invite you to be a part of promising and successful ecosystem.

4.2 Legal notice
Important Notices
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS
ENTITLED “DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY”, “NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
BY PICTOLOGI”, “REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU”, “CAUTIONARY
NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS”, “NO ADVICE”, “RESTRICTIONS ON
DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION”, “NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR
REGISTRATION” AND “RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES”. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS
TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL,
FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

The PICTOLOGI Token (the “Token”), as defined in the Whitepaper, are not intended to
constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or
offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a
solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.

This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any
solicitation of any offer by PICTOLOGI to purchase any Token nor shall it or any part of it nor
the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any
contract or token purchase decision.
All proceeds of sale of the Tokens to fund PICTOLOGI businesses and operations.
No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the
sale and purchase of the Tokens and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be
accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper.
Any agreement as between the distributor and you as a purchaser, and in relation to any
sale and purchase, of the Tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by
only a separate document setting out the terms and conditions (the “T&Cs”) of such
agreement. In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the
former shall prevail.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this
Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this
Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have
been complied with.
This Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to
any country where distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited or restricted.
No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without including
this section and the following sections entitled “Disclaimer of Liability”, “No Representations
and Warranties by CRYPTO MECA LIMITED”, “Representations and Warranties by You”,
“Cautionary Note On Forward-Looking Statements”, “No Advice”, “Restrictions On
Distribution and Dissemination”, “No Offer of Securities Or Registration” and “Risks and
Uncertainties”.

Disclaimer of Liability
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, PICTOLOGI
shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any
kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or
fees, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or
reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.
No Representations and Warranties by PICTOLOGI
PICTOLOGI does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation,
warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any
representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness
of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper.
Representations and Warranties by You
By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part
thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to PICTOLOGI follows:
1. you agree and acknowledge that the Tokens do not constitute securities in any form
in any jurisdiction;
2. you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or
offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in
any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and you are not bound to
enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other
form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper;
3. you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved
of the information set out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken
under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the

publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper to you does not imply that
the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with;
4. you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the
completion of the Token Sale, or future trading of the Tokens on any cryptocurrency
exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of
the merits of CRYPTO MECA LIMITED, the Tokens, and the Token Sale;
5. the distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy
thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the
applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in
relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such
restrictions at your own expense and without liability to PICTOLOGI.
6. you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase the Tokens
are NOT to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:
6.1. any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;
6.2. debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity, rights, options or
derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;
6.3. units in a collective investment scheme;
6.4. units in a business trust;
6.5. derivatives of units in a business trust; or
6.6. any other security or class of securities.
7. you have a basic degree of understanding of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based
software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms,
blockchain technology and smart contract technology;

8. you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase the
Tokens, there are risks associated with PICTOLOGI, the respective business and
operations, the Tokens, and the Token Sale;
9. you agree and acknowledge that PICTOLOGI is not liable for any indirect, special,
incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise
(including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or fees, and loss of use or data),
arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper
or any part thereof by you; and
10. all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and
non-misleading from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this
Whitepaper or any part thereof (as the case may be).

Cautionary Note on Forward-Looking Statements
This Whitepaper may contain certain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to,
statements as to future operating results and plans that involve risks and uncertainties. We
use words such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, the negative of these
terms and similar expressions to identify forward looking statements. Such forward-looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may
cause the actual results, performance or achievements of PICTOLOGI to differ materially
from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by those
projected in the forward-looking statements for any reason.

No Advice

No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax
advice regarding PICTOLOGI, the Tokens, and the Token Sale. You should consult your
own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser regarding PICTOLOGI and the
respective business and operations, the Tokens, and the Token Sale. You should be aware
that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of the Tokens for an
indefinite period of time.
Restrictions on Distribution and Dissemination
The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or
restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case
where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any
restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this Whitepaper or such part thereof
(as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to PICTOLOGI. Persons to
whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or
who otherwise have the Whitepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other
persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this Whitepaper or any information contained
herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.
No Offer of Securities or Registration
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not
intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any
jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and
no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this
Whitepaper. Any agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of the Tokens is to be
governed by only the T&Cs of such agreement and no other document. In the event of any
inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this
Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory

requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this
Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have
been complied with.
Risks and Uncertainties
Prospective purchasers of the Tokens should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and
uncertainties associated PICTOLOGI and the respective businesses and operations, the
Tokens, and the Token Sale, all information set out in this Whitepaper and the T&Cs prior to
any purchase of the Tokens. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual
events, the business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of PICTOLOGI
could be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the
value of the Tokens.
Risk Factors
A purchase of the Token involves a high degree of risk. You should consider carefully all the
possible risks below together with all of the other information contained in this Whitepaper
before making a decision to purchase the Tokens.
The tax treatment of the Token distribution is uncertain and there may be adverse tax
consequences for purchasers upon certain future events.
The tax characterization of the Tokens is uncertain, and each purchaser must seek their own
tax advice in connection with a purchase in the Tokens. A purchase of the Tokens pursuant
to the Token Sale may result in adverse tax consequences to purchasers, including
withholding taxes, income taxes and tax reporting requirements. Each purchaser should
consult with and must rely upon the advice of its own professional tax advisors with respect
to tax treatment of a purchase of the Tokens.
The products offered by PICTOLOGI may not be widely adopted and may have limited
users.

It is possible that the platform will not be used by a large number of individuals, companies
and other entities or that there will be limited public interest in the creation and development
of the business. Such a lack of use or interest could negatively impact the development and
therefore the potential utility of the Tokens.
The regulatory regime governing the blockchain technologies, cryptographic tokens and
token offerings is uncertain, and new regulations or policies may materially adversely affect
the development of PICTOLOGI and the utility of the Tokens.
Regulation of tokens and token offerings such as this, cryptocurrencies, cryptographic
tokens, and blockchain technologies is undeveloped and likely to rapidly evolve, varies
significantly among international, federal, state and local jurisdictions and is subject to
significant uncertainty. Various legislative and executive bodies may in the future, adopt
laws, regulations, guidance, or other actions, which may severely impact the development
and growth of PICTOLOGI and the adoption and utility of the Tokens. Failure by PICTOLOGI
or certain users of PICTOLOGI to comply with any laws, rules and regulations, some of
which may not exist yet or are subject to interpretation and may be subject to change, could
result in a variety of adverse consequences, including criminal penalties, civil penalties and
fines.
Purchasers will have no control over PICTOLOGI
Purchasers are not and will not be entitled, to vote or be deemed the holder of capital stock
of PICTOLOGI for any purpose, nor will anything be construed to confer on purchasers any
of the rights of a stockholder of PICTOLOGI or any right to vote for the election of directors
or upon any matter submitted to stockholders at any meeting thereof, or to give or withhold
consent to any corporate action or to receive notice of meetings, or to receive subscription
rights or otherwise.
Purchasers may lack information for monitoring their investment.

A purchaser may not be able to obtain all information it would want regarding PICTOLOGI,
or the Tokens, on a timely basis or at all. It is possible that a purchaser may not be aware on
a timely basis of material adverse changes that have occurred with respect to PICTOLOGI.
The Tokens have no history.
The Tokens will be a newly formed token and have no history. Each Token should be
evaluated on the basis that any PICTOLOGI or any third party’s assessment may not prove
accurate, and that PICTOLOGI may not achieve its objective. Past performance of any
similar token is not predictive of future results.
The prices of blockchain assets are extremely volatile. Fluctuations in the price of digital
assets could materially and adversely affect our business, and the Tokens may also be
subject to significant price volatility.
A decrease in the price of a single blockchain assets may cause volatility in the entire
blockchain asset industry and may affect other blockchain assets including the Tokens. For
example, a security breach that affects investor or user confidence in ETH may affect the
industry as a whole and may also cause the price of the Tokens and other blockchain assets
to fluctuate.

